Abstract. We describe an effective numerical method of solving the complete spectral problem with a given linear completely continuous operator (or with a polynomial pencil of such operators) acting in a functional normed space. We use the modified method of successive approximations (MMSA) to calculate the eigenvalues (single and multiple), eigenfunctions and associated functions of the operator. We can make a posteriori estimation of the accuracy of the obtained values. The theorem about MMSA convergence and the technique of the accuracy estimation are formulated in this paper. Besides that, some examples of MMSA applications are demonstrated.
 with the corresponding eigenfunctions and the associated functions (in case when the geometric multiplicity of a number is less than the algebraic one).
Description of the MMSA. Let A be a linear completely continuous operator acting in a functional normed space E. It is known that there exists such entire function   
Problem (3) has solution at every value of the parameter  and becomes a homogeneous spectral problem (2), when  becomes equal to a characteristic number n  . Equation (3) includes  polynomially, therefore its solution has a form The proof of the theorem was published in [2] . Theorem 1 gives us the way to construct the computational algorithm. Firstly, we set an initial function 
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genfunction of a multiple characteristic number will differ from the previous one. Numeric results. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the boundary value problem [3]   . It is easy to construct an integral equation equivalent to (7): 
where C is a circle of the given radius R (let R be equal to 1); , ss  -points on the circle; ( , ) ss   -distance between them. In the polar coordinate system ( , ) r  the equation (9) becomes
It is easy to verify that the characteristic numbers of (10) are 
It is easy to make sure that theorem 1 restriction on n b is satisfied: Both operators in the problems above were self-adjoint. Let us consider another problem with a not self-adjoint operator:
It is known [3] that the eigenvalues of (11) are complex conjugated numbers 2 , 1, 2,...
We transformed the problem (11) to the integral form using the Green's function , ( ,
1 ,  ) and diminish numerical errors. We performed thirty-seven steps of the method and obtained twenty-four approximate characteristic numbers. The first pair of them have twenty-four right decimal digits and the last pair -only two digits. It turned out that the approximate solutions converge to the exact values as a geometric progression with a small common ratio q, while the steps of MMSA are executed analytically. We saw in different problems that the value of q varies from 0.001 to 0.1.
